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This whitepaper (“Whitepaper”) and the Websites are provided for infor-
mational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, offer docu-
ment, or solicitation for investment in $Green or related products. The 
information contained herein is not exhaustive and does not imply any 
contractual relationship. Accuracy and completeness of the information 
are not guaranteed, and no representation, warranty, or undertaking is 
provided as to its accuracy or completeness.

This whitepaper serves to provide information about the $Green meme-
coin and the GreenForests.io project. It is important to note that $Green 
has no utility, value, or promise of financial return. $Green is designed 
purely for entertainment and speculative purposes, and it should not be 
considered as an investment.

Acquiring cryptocurrencies, including memecoins like $Green, carries 
inherent risks due to their volatile nature. Participants should exercise 
caution and conduct thorough research before engaging in any activities 
involving $Green. Participation in the $Green memecoin project implies 
acceptance of the speculative nature of memecoins and the risks associ-
ated with cryptocurrency. By participating in this project, investors ac-
knowledge and accept the potential for financial losses and release 
GreenForests.io and its team from any liability related to such losses.

No regulatory authority has examined or approved the information pre-
sented in the Whitepaper or the Websites, nor have any regulatory 
requirements or rules been complied with in their publication.

The information provided in this Whitepaper is current as of the document 
version stated and may become outdated over time. GreenForests.io  
Group is under no obligation to update or correct this document.

This Whitepaper does not constitute a binding commitment. Any decision 
to participate in $Green should not be based solely on this information, as 
the development, release, and timing of products or features remain at 
the discretion of GreenForests.io Group and are subject to change. The 
Whitepaper or the Websites may be amended or replaced without obli-
gation to update recipients beyond the information provided herein.
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In an era defined by unprecedented environmental challenges, the 
imperative to preserve and protect our natural world has never been 
more urgent. Climate change, deforestation, and habitat destruction 
threaten the delicate balance of our ecosystems and jeopardize the 
well-being of future generations. 
At GreenForests.io, we are dedicated to redefining conservation 
through a pioneering fusion of blockchain technology, environmental 
stewardship, and digital innovation. 

Our mission is simple yet profound: to conserve and safeguard forest-
ed lands across the globe by empowering individuals to become 
active participants in environmental conservation efforts. By harness-
ing the transformative potential of blockchain, we aim to create a 
dynamic ecosystem where every transaction contributes directly to 
preserving biodiversity, mitigating climate change, and promoting 
sustainable forestry practices. 

The Call of Conservation

Forests, often described as the lungs of our planet, play a vital role in 
purifying the air we breathe, stabilizing climate patterns, and harbor-
ing biodiversity. However, deforestation, climate change, and human 
encroachment pose existential threats to these critical ecosystems. 
The paradigm shift towards conservation and sustainability is not 
merely a trend; it is a fundamental awakening to the interconnected-
ness of our actions and the health of our planet. This awakening 
compels us to take decisive action to protect and restore our forests, 
recognizing their immense ecological and societal value. Through 
GreenForests.io, we embrace this call to conservation by leveraging 
technology to empower individuals and organizations to actively 
participate in preserving our natural heritage. Together, we can forge 
a path towards a more sustainable future, where forests thrive and 
humanity coexists harmoniously with nature. 

PROJECT OVERVIEW
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Rising to the Challenge

GreenForests.io pioneers a transformative approach to conservation, 
merging blockchain technology with environmental care taking. At 
the heart of our project lies the innovative $Green memecoin, de-
signed as a symbol of collective action against the cosmic threat 
posed by Mars' Red Tree army. With every $Green coin minted and 
traded, participants join the spirited resistance led by GreenForest 
against this whimsical yet urgent challenge.

A Meaningful Journey

At GreenForests.io, we are more than a memecoin; we are a move-
ment towards a greener, more sustainable future. This white paper 
outlines our commitment to sustainability, environmental responsibili-
ty, and technological innovation. Our journey is about redefining the 
way we interact with nature, integrating innovation with environmen-
tal care taking. By embracing this vision, we invite individuals to join 
us in a purpose-driven initiative where every action contributes to a 
healthier, more resilient planet. Together, let's build a future where 
sustainability is not just a concept but a way of life, where technology 
serves as a catalyst for positive change. 
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Shifting Paradigms: Awakening to Nature Conservation

In recent years, there has been a profound shift in consciousness towards 
the importance of environmental conservation and sustainable practices. 
The devastating effects of deforestation, biodiversity loss, and climate 
change have catalyzed a global awakening, prompting individuals and 
organizations to take action to protect and restore our natural ecosystems. 
This paradigm shift marks a crucial moment in our collective commitment 
to safeguarding the planet for future generations.

GreenForests.io: Bridging Technology with Environmental
Conservation

At GreenForests.io, we believe that technology can be a powerful tool for 
environmental good. Our project is built on the foundation of real-life land 
preservation and tree planting initiatives. The $Green coin is not just a 
digital coin; it's a tangible commitment to conservation efforts, serving as a 
symbol of the resistance against environmental threats. 

Empowering Positive Change: Meaningful Engagement with 
GreenForests.io

Our project aims to empower individuals to make a positive impact on the 
environment. By participating in GreenForests.io, users contribute to forest 
preservation e�orts and ecosystem restoration. The $Green coin incentiviz-
es sustainable land preservation, while NFT ownership supports tree plant-
ing initiatives through digital representations of trees. Together, we can 
leverage technology to support these noble causes and inspire a global 
movement towards sustainability and eco-friendly practices.

PART 1:
THE PROJECT FUNDAMENTALS OF GREENFOREST.IO

1. INTRODUCTION
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Despite growing awareness of environmental issues, the world continues to 
grapple with escalating deforestation, habitat loss, and climate change. 
Forested lands, crucial for biodiversity, carbon sequestration, and ecosys-
tem stability, face unprecedented threats from human activities and natu-
ral disasters. The rate of global deforestation remains alarming, with signif-
icant implications for climate regulation and species survival.
Forests, which play a critical role in regulating the climate, providing habi-
tat for countless species, and supporting indigenous communities, are 
under threat from logging, agricultural expansion, urban development, 
and wildfires. Without immediate and decisive action, we risk irreversible 
damage to our planet's natural heritage and the well-being of future gen-
erations.
In addition to ecological concerns, there is a disconnect between environ-
mental awareness and tangible actions. While many individuals recognize 
the importance of conservation, they often lack direct avenues to partici-
pate actively or contribute meaningfully to preservation efforts. Traditional 
approaches to land conservation and reforestation can be slow, 
resource-intensive, and challenging to scale effectively. This gap between 
awareness and action underscores the need for innovative solutions that 
empower individuals to make a positive impact on environmental conser-
vation.  
By offering $Green coins and NFTs, we invite individuals committed to envi-
ronmental causes to join our movement of resistance against environmen-
tal threats and preservation initiatives. This approach provides an accessi-
ble pathway for people to support the protection of forested lands and the 
restoration of biodiversity. This innovative model not only accelerates con-
servation efforts but also fosters a sense of empowerment and engage-
ment among individuals passionate about environmental stewardship.
In reimagining conservation through digital innovation, GreenForests.io 
envisions a future where technology serves as a catalyst for positive envi-
ronmental change. By harnessing the potential of blockchain and NFTs, we 
aim to redefine the relationship between individuals and nature, creating a 
more connected, informed, and environmentally conscious society. To-
gether, we can build a sustainable future where forests thrive, biodiversity 
flourishes, and ecological balance is restored for generations to come.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
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With GreenForests.io, the acquisition of $Green coins and ownership of 
NFTs serve to contribute to the protection and expansion of forested lands. 
When users purchase $Green coins, they are supporting the preservation 
of vital ecosystems and biodiversity. Each NFT represents a unique design 
of a virtual tree. But our commitment goes further: for every special block 
of NFTs purchased, we will send a real tree to the owner, fostering a direct 
link between digital ownership and environmental action. 
 

By democratizing access to forest conservation, GreenForests.io aims to 
inspire a global movement towards environmental sustainability. We be-
lieve that everyone, regardless of their resources or location, has the power 
to make a positive impact on our planet. Together, we can make a mean-
ingful difference in the fight against deforestation, habitat loss, and cli-
mate change, ensuring that forests and wild habitats thrive for generations 
to come. 

3. SOLUTION

Real trees that we will send to collectors who will own a special block of NFT.
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At GreenForests.io, we curate a captivating array of NFT collections that 
showcase the style and essence of diverse locations worldwide. Our col-
lections highlight thematic sets such as the Four Seasons, Halloween, 
Christmas, and representations of each US state, Canada, South America, 
Europe, and other global regions. Each NFT within these collections rep-
resents a unique digital artifact, symbolizing the distinct beauty and cul-
ture of these locations.
With a total issuance of 2,450,000 NFTs and with regular new collections 
released, we offer a dynamic and evolving catalog for collectors. This fre-
quent release schedule ensures a continuous flow of captivating artworks, 
providing enthusiasts with exciting opportunities to acquire and own ex-
clusive digital assets.
By acquiring NFTs from GreenForests.io, collectors not only enrich their 
digital portfolios, but also join the movement of forest conservation efforts. 

GreenForests.io harnesses cutting-edge blockchain technology to redefine 
forest conservation and environmental stewardship. Our platform is built on 
the Solana blockchain, a high-performance blockchain known for its 
speed, scalability, and low transaction costs. This strategic infrastructure 
empowers us to issue NFTs that symbolize digital representation of trees, 
facilitating transparent, secure, and immutable records of digital owner-
ship.
By leveraging Solana's efficient blockchain, GreenForests.io optimizes 
transaction efficiency and minimizes environmental impact, aligning with 
our commitment to sustainable practices. The platform's architecture inte-
grates smart contracts, enabling automated and trustless transactions 
while ensuring data integrity and user privacy through cryptographic pro-
tocols.
GreenForests.io leverages the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) compatibili-
ty of the Solana blockchain, enabling seamless integration with existing 
Ethereum-based solutions. The platform supports ERC-721 and ERC-20 
standards for NFT and memecoin, respectively, ensuring compatibility with 
popular wallets and decentralized exchanges.

4. TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

5. NFT COLLECTIONS
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At GreenForests.io, we believe in rewarding our community of collectors for 
their commitment to conservation and environmental engagement. That is 
why we offer enticing rewards that recognize and celebrate the active 
participation of collectors in our mission.
Collectors can earn valuable rewards by acquiring NFTs that represent 
digital tree sponsorships. The NFT value will be $100 if paid with fiat, and if 
paid with USDT, a 20% Discount will be granted. 
Additionally, collectors can earn rewards such as the Forest Guardian NFT 
valued at $3,000 by acquiring 30 NFT and the Forester NFTs valued at 
$5,000 by acquiring at last one NFT from every US State, meaning a total 
of 50 NFTs, showing real involvement and participation in conservation 
efforts. 

They will also be able to participate in the Carbon credit distribution by 
owning a minimum of 30 NFTs.

Beyond these tangible rewards, collectors also gain the satisfaction of 
knowing that their actions contribute to the movement of forest preserva-
tion and biodiversity conservation. Through blockchain-enabled transac-
tions and digital ownership of NFTs, collectors play an essential role in 
safeguarding our planet's natural resources for future generations.

At GreenForests.io, we place the highest priority on security to safeguard 
user assets and data. We employ a comprehensive suite of security mea-
sures, leveraging advanced blockchain technology to ensure the integrity 
and confidentiality of user transactions. 
Encryption is employed extensively throughout our platform to secure sen-
sitive data and communications. This cryptographic technique converts 
information into a secure format, making it unreadable to unauthorized 
parties.           

Regular security audits are conducted to identify and address potential                                

6. REWARDS FOR COLLECTORS

7. SECURITY MEASURES
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Overview:

The GreenForests Tiny House Eco Resort represents a pioneering endeavor 
situated on one of our pristine forested lands, nestled amidst breathtaking 
natural surroundings. This visionary eco-friendly resort features a thought-
fully curated collection of tiny houses meticulously designed to embody 
zero waste principles, sustainability, and environmental friendliness. Each 
tiny house serves as a model of eco-conscious living, showcasing innova-
tive technologies and practices that prioritize environmental impact 
reduction and conservation.

Key Features:

Our tiny houses exemplify a zero waste approach to construction and 
living. We prioritize sustainable materials sourced from renewable, 

At GreenForests.io, we place the highest priority on security to safeguard 
user assets and data. We employ a comprehensive suite of security mea-
sures, leveraging advanced blockchain technology to ensure the integrity 
and confidentiality of user transactions. 
Encryption is employed extensively throughout our platform to secure sen-
sitive data and communications. This cryptographic technique converts 
information into a secure format, making it unreadable to unauthorized 
parties.           

Regular security audits are conducted to identify and address potential                                

vulnerabilities proactively. These audits are performed by independent 
third-party experts who assess our platform's security posture, ensuring 
that we adhere to industry best practices and maintain robust defenses 
against cyber threats.
By maintaining stringent security standards and embracing blockchain's 
inherent security features, GreenForests.io provides a safe and reliable 
environment for our community of users and stakeholders. Rest assured 
that your assets and data are protected with the utmost care and dili-
gence as we work together to preserve our planet's precious forests. 

Imagine owning more than just a NFT —imagine having access to a serene, 
sustainable retreat. At the GreenForests Tiny House Eco Resort, select tiny 
houses are accessible exclusively through NFT ownership, turning dreams 
of eco-friendly getaways into reality.
Collectors who amass 150 NFTs or more have the unique privilege to 
reserve and enjoy stays in these one-of-a-kind accommodations nestled 
within our forested lands. It's more than a vacation; it's an immersive expe-
rience, where digital meets the tranquillity of nature.

8. FOREST GREEN USE CASE
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eco-friendly suppliers, including reclaimed wood, recycled metal, and 
low-impact composites. Inside, every detail contributes to waste reduction, 
from modular furniture made from upcycled materials to composting toi-
lets and water filtration systems that minimize resource consumption.

Renewable Energy Integration: 

The GreenForests Tiny House Eco Resort harnesses abundant renewable 
energy sources to power its operations. Solar panels and wind turbines 
generate clean electricity, supplemented by energy-efficient appliances 
and lighting systems. Guests benefit from an immersive experience with 
renewable energy, showcasing how sustainable technologies can provide 
comfort and convenience without reliance on fossil fuels.

Natural Integration: 

Each tiny house is thoughtfully placed within the natural landscape, de-
signed to harmonize with the surrounding forest environment. We prioritize 
passive design principles to maximize natural light and ventilation, reduc-
ing the need for artificial heating and cooling. Sustainable landscaping 
techniques minimize ecological impact, with native plantings and perme-
able surfaces that enhance biodiversity and promote soil health.

Innovative Sustainability Practices:

The GreenForests Tiny House Eco Resort embodies our dedication to pio-
neering sustainability practices. Each aspect of our tiny houses integrates 
innovative technologies and strategies to minimize environmental impact 
while providing a comfortable and eco-friendly experience for our guests.

Immersive Experiences:

At the GreenForests Tiny House Eco Resort, guests indulge in immersive 
experiences designed to celebrate nature and promote environmental 
awareness. Our curated activities go beyond traditional accommodations, 
offering a deeper connection with the natural surroundings and fostering a 
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sense of stewardship for the environment.

The GreenForests Tiny House Eco Resort is more than a destination; it's a 
living embodiment of our vision for a sustainable future. Through this inno-
vative project, we invite our community to experience firsthand the trans-
formative power of conservation-focused hospitality and join us in pre-
serving our planet's natural treasures for future generations.

GreenForests: Example of a Tiny House Eco Resort.
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PART 2:
TOKENOMICS AND PROJECT DETAILS

OVERVIEW 

Galactic Invasion and Emergence of Layer Tree

In a galaxy not so far away, a whimsical saga unfolds as Earth confronts 
an unexpected cosmic threat. Following Space X's bold strides toward 
Mars colonization, the Red Trees—a mischievous Martian army—anticipated 
and suddenly launched an invasion against Earth's greenery. Amidst the 
chaos, a Guardian of the Green Forest emerges—Layer Tree. With a call for 
resistance, Layer Tree is joined by a band of eco-warriors and passionate 
enthusiasts who refuse to yield to the cosmic intruders.
Recent findings from scientists and global military agencies reveal a chill-
ing reality: invasive red trees, believed to originate from Mars, are devas-
tating Earth's once-lush green forests. These ominous invaders disrupt the 
vital oxygen supply, posing a dire threat to humanity's survival.

Amidst the turmoil, dogs of all breeds have gathered in the heart of the 
forest, heeding the call of the Layer Tree. Under its guidance, these canines 
unveil a unique ability: transforming innocent trees into Green Warriors with 
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a simple gesture. "We must act swiftly and decisively to protect our be-
loved forest," declares an elder dog to the Layer Tree, rallying their pack 
with determination. With tails wagging and spirits high, the canine coali-
tion marks every tree they encounter, fulfilling their mission with precision. 
As dusk settles and shadows lengthen, a Green Army emerges on the hori-
zon, offering hope to both forests and humanity.

In a surprising twist, our canine companions emerge as unsung heroes. 
Through instinctual actions to protect their territory, a courageous group of 
dogs inadvertently triggers a transformative event, awakening the leg-
endary Layer Tree. This mythical guardian, once dismissed as legend, now 
stands as humanity's last line of defense against the relentless red tree 
invasion.
 

As the battle intensifies, Layer Tree calls for a united resistance, urging all 
beings to join the fight for Earth's survival. This rallying cry gives birth to the 
$Green coin—a digital beacon of hope and resistance. Led by visionary 
stewards of nature, the $Green coin symbolizes humanity's determination 
to combat the cosmic intruders and preserve our precious green planet.

Rise of the $Green Coin and Call to Action

Layer Tree, The Chief of the Resistance
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Conspiracy Theories and Speculations: Unraveling the Mysteries of 
the Layer Tree

Conspiracy theorists speculate about the origins of the Layer Trees, with 
wild claims suggesting they emerged from Hollow Earth to seize control. 
Meanwhile, rumors of a new street drug named "Green God" flood the 
streets, allegedly derived from the dried leaves of the Layer Tree. As 
intrigue mounts, the Layer Tree's presence sparks curiosity and debate 
among the masses.

Join us as the brave efforts of the Green Warriors' Resistance unfold in the 
ongoing battle against the Martian Red Trees. Stay tuned for updates as 
this courageous campaign continues to unfold. Together, we must stand 
against this extraterrestrial threat and safeguard the future of our forests 
and our world. 

1. INTRODUCING THE $GREEN MEMECOIN

At the heart of GreenForests.io beats the $Green memecoin. Each $Green 
memecoin represents a symbolic square inch of forested land to be ac-
quired and protected. Through the sale and circulation of $Green meme-
coins, our ambitious goal is to fund the acquisition of 69,420 acres of for-
ested lands, ensuring their conservation and safeguarding the natural 
habitats for future generations.

NFTs: Where Virtual Trees Make Real Impact

Step into the virtual realm of GreenForests.io and discover a world where 
NFTs aren't just collectibles; they're agents of real change. Our NFTs repre-
sent the design of virtual trees within our ecosystem, where the Green 
community rallies against a cosmic invasion of the Martian Red Trees. Each 
NFT purchased contributes to reforestation efforts, with real existing trees 
in forested areas. This interactive approach bridges the gap between digi-
tal and tangible environmental impact, fostering a sense of engagement 
among NFT holders.
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2. TOKENOMICS & COIN SALE 

GreenForests.io offers the $Green coin, a memecoin designed to empower 
individuals to participate in forest conservation efforts while leveraging 
blockchain technology. The $Green coin has 7 decimals and a fixed value 
of $0.0001630 per coin, facilitating access to our platform's ecosystem and 
enabling users to acquire NFTs representing trees planted through our 
conservation initiatives.

American Lands LLC, as the manager, plans to acquire 69,420 acres in its 
stage 1, and to acquire more wooded lands in South America, Europe, Asia, 
Oceania, and Africa). This extensive landholding allows for the issuance of 
435,261,648,000 Green Forests coins ($Green), which corresponds to the 
number of square inches of forest to be acquired, equivalent to 69,420 
acres.

DISTRIBUTION

The coin distribution is structured as follows:

• Presale: 15%
• KOL’s (influencers), Market-makers: 2.5%
• Airdrop: 2.5%
• Public: 55%
• LP: 5%
• Treasury / Business Development: 12%
• Corporate Team and Operations: 6%
• Advisors: 2% 
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Pricing and Market Cap

The pricing and market capitalization strategy for $Green coin issuance is
designed to raise a total of $41 million, with $2 million allocated to private
sales and $39 million to public sales. This approach ensures that private
investors receive a return that is five times their initial investment
compared to public sale prices. Private investors, contributing $2 million,
will receive a 15% share of the total coin supply, whereas public investors
contributing $39 million will acquire between 55% of the coin supply.
This allocation model is projected to yield a circulating market cap of ap-
proximately $58 million and a fully diluted market cap of $70.9 million
USD

It's essential to distinguish between the circulating market cap, which rep-
resents the value of coins currently in circulation, and the fully diluted 
market cap, which factors in the total supply of coins, including those not 
yet in circulation. This distinction provides insights into the potential valua-
tion of the project under different scenarios and coin release schedules.

Public
55.0%

LP
5.0%

Treasury/BizDev
12.0%

Corporate Team
6.0%

Advisors
2.0%

Airdrop
2.50%

KOL’s, Market
2.50%

Presale
15.0%
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$Green Coin Utility and Purpose

The $Green coin offers a multifaceted utility within our ecosystem, going 
beyond its origins as a memecoin to provide valuable engagements and

Additionally, the liquidity pool (LP) constitutes a significant portion of the 
circulating coin supply. The LP serves as a critical component of the proj-
ect's market stability by providing liquidity for trading activities and reduc-
ing price volatility. Importantly, the LP coins are not subject to movement 
or sudden sell-offs, serving as a safeguard against potential market ma-
nipulation or speculative trading practices, which contributes to building 
investor confidence and mitigating FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt) within 
the market. The value of the initial airdrop, based on the projections out-
lined above, is estimated to be nearly $1.6 million, which will be delivered in 
tranches over specific periods.

NFTs

Regarding non-fungible tokens (NFTs), the total supply will amount to 
2,450,000 coins, released across various themed collections. Each NFT, 
symbolizing unique tree designs within the GreenForests.io ecosystem, can 
be acquired outright for $100 USD or for $80 when paid with $Green, offer-
ing collectors the opportunity to participate in the conservation efforts 
facilitated by the platform.

NFT Upgrades

NFTs within the GreenForests.io ecosystem can be enhanced using $Green 
coins to upgrade their traits and capabilities. These upgrades are de-
signed to enhance the earning potential and battle-winning abilities of 
the NFTs, particularly in preparation for the upcoming games outlined in 
our roadmap. This feature provides additional value and utility to NFT 
holders, empowering them to optimize their digital assets within our plat-
form. The $Green coins used to purchase NFTs Upgrades will then be recy-
cled to be used for airdrops reward, some will be burned, reducing the 
number in circulation, potentially increasing its value.
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benefits for coin holders. Initially perceived as primarily speculative, $Green 
coin holders can actively participate in various initiatives aimed at social 
good and environmental impact. By holding $Green coins, individuals 
directly contribute to environmental conservation efforts and carbon credit 
participation, aligning their investments with meaningful causes.

Earning $Green

The earning potential of $Green coins is intricately tied to the ownership 
and accumulation of NFTs within specific quantities. This system rewards 
holders based on their engagement and commitment to the platform:

• Holders of groups of 3 NFTs, known as the "Tree Role," receive 30,000 
$Green coins every 3 months.

• For holders of packs comprising 30 NFTs or a Carbon Credit NFT, known 
as the "Forester Role," the reward increases to 350,000 $Green coins 
every 3 months.

• Those in possession of the US collection pack, featuring 50 
state-themed NFTs, receive a significant reward of 600,000 $Green 
coins every 3 months.

• The pinnacle of engagement is achieved through the "Magic Role," 
where collectors amassing 150 NFTs can exchange them for a coveted 
Magic NFT. This exclusive NFT grants the owner a one-week stay per 
year for 20 years at one of our GreenForest resorts, similar to a 
time-sharing arrangement.

• Additionally, exclusive NFT upgrades, offering unique abilities and en-
hancements akin to traditional game "Unboxing," provide further incen-
tives for engaging with the platform and its ecosystem.

Carbon Credits, Governance and Community Rewards

By holding 30 NFTs, individuals gain the opportunity to aggregate and 
convert them into a new Carbon Credit NFT, thereby participating in envi-
ronmental protection. Alongside this privilege, owners of Carbon Credit 
NFTs are granted governance voting rights concerning the allocation of 
carbon credits generated by forested lands. This system empowers coin 
holders to actively contribute to environmental initiatives and influence the 
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distribution of carbon credits, fostering a sense of ownership and responsi-
bility within the community.

$Green and NFT Recycle / Burn and Value appreciation

The $Green ecosystem operates on a sustainable model of coin manage-
ment, ensuring the continual circulation and value appreciation of $Green 
coins. Whenever $Green coins are utilized for transactions within the eco-
system, they are permanently returned to the treasury, where they are ear-
marked for ongoing coin rewards. Additionally, to maintain a healthy coin 
economy, periodic burning of $Green coins from the treasury supply 
occurs, effectively reducing the overall coin supply and circulation. 
Similarly, NFTs can undergo a burning process in exchange for a more ele-
vated role within the ecosystem, as detailed in the "Earning $Green" sub-
section. This approach ensures the integrity and longevity of the $Green 
ecosystem, promoting sustainability and coin value appreciation over time.

3. REVENUE STREAMS

Upon launch, the primary revenue streams for the project include the coin 
raise and NFT sales, which serve as foundational pillars for funding and 
growth. Post-launch, GreenForests.io aims to diversify its revenue streams 
by capitalizing on eco-friendly ventures and consumer products aligned 
with its sustainability ethos. These revenue streams encompass various 
sectors:

1. Green Forests Fashion: The project will introduce an eco-clothing line 
featuring natural materials, catering to consumers seeking sustainable 
apparel options.

2. Cosmetics: GreenForests.io will offer organic cosmetics, emphasizing 
sustainability and ethical sourcing to appeal to environmentally con-
scious consumers.

3. Yoga and Relaxation Apparel: The platform will showcase apparel and 
accessories suitable for yoga, meditation, and relaxation, promoting a 
holistic lifestyle connected to nature.

4. Eco / Bio Products: The project plans to market eco-friendly products 
such as wines, honey, and teas sourced from sustainable practices and



Strategic Allocation of Revenue

• Land Acquisition: A significant portion of our revenue is allocated 
towards acquiring additional forested lands across diverse regions, ex-
panding our conservation footprint and safeguarding critical ecosys-
tems.

• $Green Coin Generation: We allocate resources to minting $Green coins, 
ensuring liquidity and supporting seamless transactions within our plat-
form. The availability of $Green coins enables users to participate ac-
tively in our conservation initiatives.

• NFT Collection Development: Revenue supports the ongoing develop-
ment of diverse and engaging NFT collections, offering users a range of 
digital assets tied to tree sponsorships and forest stewardship.

• Regenerative Investments: We prioritize regenerative projects and initia-
tives that promote biodiversity conservation, reforestation, and sustain-
able forestry practices. These investments contribute to long-term envi-
ronmental resilience and ecosystem health.

4. GAMIFICATION 

Airdrop and Social-Farming

To engage the community and foster social interaction, GreenForests.io will 
implement a series of social farming tasks, including actions like likes, 
retweets, comments, and tagging. Each completed action will earn

1.  
2.  
3.
4. nature-friendly methods.
5. Eco Resorts: GreenForests.io will explore eco-friendly resort ventures, 

providing unique experiences that align with its conservation-focused 
brand.

By leveraging these diverse revenue streams, GreenForests.io aims to 
create a sustainable business model that not only supports its environ-
mental conservation efforts but also offers tangible products and experi-
ences that resonate with eco-conscious consumers. This strategy ensures 
the long-term viability and growth of the platform while contributing posi-
tively to environmental conservation and awareness.

20
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participants points, with points being unlimited throughout the campaign 
period. At the conclusion of the campaign, the distribution of the airdrop 
allocation (1% of supply) will be proportional to each user’s accumulated 
points divided by the total points earned by all participants.

Terms and conditions will apply to ensure the airdrop's successful execu-
tion:

• Milestones will be established to gauge social engagement, with tranch-
es of the airdrop (20 x 0.1% of supply) released upon meeting specific 
milestones.

• Social milestones will be determined based on targeted social interac-
tions, aiming for 2 million to 10 million interactions over the campaign 
duration.

• Users who also participate in the public sale by purchasing $Green coins 
will receive a 10x multiple on their earned points. To qualify, participants 
must make a minimum coin purchase of $25 during the public sale.

By integrating social-farming tasks into the airdrop mechanism, GreenFor-
ests.io aims to incentivize community engagement, amplify brand visibility, 
and reward active participation within the ecosystem. This approach aligns 
with the project's ethos of community empowerment and environmental 
protection, fostering a collaborative environment to support forest conser-
vation efforts.

Gamified Social Farming

GreenForests.io will introduce interactive and gamified elements to en-
hance social farming engagement within our community:
• Last Comment Wins Points Boost: Participants can earn bonus points by 

being the last commenter on selected posts. A random snapshot will be 
taken at different times during the day, and the individual with the most 
recent comment will receive a substantial point boost. This promotion 
will be administered manually and may occur once per day.

• Daily Refer-a-Friend Races: Participants can earn a 2x multiplier on 
daily points by referring at least three new participants who connect 
their wallet and engage in the social farming campaigns.
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• Engage Influencers for Point Multipliers: Users can amplify their point 
earnings by engaging influencers with large followings (e.g., 5k followers) 
to react to specific farming posts. By receiving likes or comments from 
influencers, participants will receive a 3x multiplier on the points associ-
ated with the original post. 

These gamified initiatives aim to drive user participation, encourage com-
munity growth, and foster meaningful interactions within the GreenFor-
ests.io ecosystem. By leveraging social dynamics and incentives, we seek to 
build a vibrant and engaged community committed to environmental con-
servation and sustainable practices.

Gamified LP

We will introduce a unique initiative called the 'Black Box' wallet, where 
users can send USDC (USD Coin) without knowing its purpose. Upon the 
launch of the $Green coin, these users will receive a surprise reward, which 
could be up to 5 times the value of their deposit in $Green coins. The funds 
collected in this wallet will contribute to the liquidity pool (LP) of the $Green 
coin.

After the $Green coin is live:

• Weekly Transaction Rewards: Users who make at least 10 transactions 
per week (buys or sells) will qualify for a share of our weekly $Green air-
drop. The amount distributed will be determined based on our treasury 
and the weekly trading volume. We propose rewarding approximately 
5% of the USD value of $Green traded that week, up to a specified cap.

• Surprise Buy Order Airdrops: Users placing buy orders at specific prices, 
starting from 25% higher than the current price, will be eligible for sur-
prise additional airdrops. The size of the bonus will depend on the order 
fill price, with users receiving extra rewards if their order is successfully 
filled at a higher price. This initiative encourages active participation in 
trading and enhances user engagement within our ecosystem. Tracking 
and administration of these rewards will be managed transparently 
through our backend systems.
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Gamified Trading

Let's immerse ourselves in a captivating gamified trading experience de-
signed to combat the relentless threat posed by the red trees. By acquiring 
coins now, participants can actively contribute to and reap the rewards 
from our dynamic 'Defense Fund', a pool of $Green coins that we regularly 
replenish.

Here's how it unfolds:
• Activating the Defense Fund: When coin sales occur, our Defense Fund 

springs into action, flooding the market with buy orders. This approach 
not only supports market stability but also creates an engaging atmo-
sphere akin to being part of a rallying Green Army, united against the 
red tree invasion. The rallying cry will be "Fortune favors the brave!"

• Rewards for Victorious Traders: Traders who emerge victorious in multi-
ple market engagements will receive a prestigious Green Dog Medal 
NFT as an airdrop reward. This unique NFT continues to generate $Green 
coins indefinitely, providing ongoing benefits to its proud owner.

Games

Imagine immersing yourself in thrilling battle games where NFTs engage in 
epic showdowns, their fates determined by a random number generator 
(RNG). In these exhilarating contests, the likelihood of victory is influenced 
by the unique traits and upgrades of each NFT.

Here's how you can engage and conquer:
• Battle for Prizes: Engage in battles for exciting $Green coin prizes. Your 

NFT's abilities and enhancements can tip the scales in your favor.
• Wager with $Green: Take on other players by wagering $Green coins on 

the outcome of battles. Victory brings rewards!
• Collect Traits and Weapons: Win traits and weapons from defeated 

opponents to enhance your NFT's capabilities.
• King of the Hill: Ascend to the prestigious King of the Hill position, de-

fending against challengers and earning $Green coins from each 
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     contender until someone claims your throne.
• Multiplayer Challenges: Collaborate with multiple wallets, pooling NFTs 

into formidable armies to face off against Red Tree enemies. Share in 
the rewards of victory!

• Upgrade with USDC: Access premium upgrades and weapons using 
USDC, enhancing your NFT's combat prowess. Purchase in USDC and 
reap rewards in $Green coins.

Step into the arena, enhance your NFT's abilities, and emerge victorious in 
these thrilling battles to claim your share of $Green rewards!

Economy

To sustain our reward programs and gamified initiatives, we allocate 0.25% 
of the Treasury's $Green coins. This provision ensures a year's worth of 
rewards, with flexibility to adjust programs quarterly. Our games are de-
signed for the treasury to grow long-term by 5% of the coins wagered. This 
model resembles traditional casino games or NFT royalties, ensuring sus-
tained growth and sustainability.

$Green coins are in continuous circulation within our ecosystem. Users 
spend coins on services and games, and we redistribute them through 
rewards and promotions, fostering active participation and engagement.

Moreover, we maintain multiple revenue streams to continually bolster our 
funds, supporting ongoing operations and initiatives.

5. POST-LAUNCH FUND DISTRIBUTION

After funds are raised from various revenue streams, the distribution plan is 
as follows:

• 5% allocated to a Hype wallet for continuous marketing efforts, including 
new artwork and promotions to enhance the memecoin's visibility and 
appeal.

• 2.5% directed toward the LP (Liquidity Pool) to consistently add tangible 
value to the coin and maintain liquidity.
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• 10% designated for ongoing Airdrop rewards, ensuring regular distribu-
tion to coin holders.

• Another 10% allocated for ongoing and new gamification rewards, 
incentivizing engagement and participation within our ecosystem.

• 7.5% allocated to the Marketing wallet to support marketing initiatives 
and outreach efforts.

• 50% allocated to Business Expansion to fuel growth and development of 
our ecosystem.

• 10% directed to the Treasury to maintain reserves and support long-term 
sustainability.

• Finally, 10% allocated to Operations to cover operational expenses and 
ensure efficient management of our platform and services.

6. ROADMAP

Phase 1: Foundation (Q2-Q3 2024)

• June 5, 2024 - Pre-Sale: Conduct the pre-sale of $Green coins, offering 
exclusive investment opportunities to early supporters and strategic 
partners.

• June 10, 2024 - Public Sale: Launch the public sale of $Green coins, 
distributing coins to a broader audience of investors and participants.

• Platform Launch: Deploy the GreenForests.io platform on the Solana 
blockchain, offering a seamless user experience for coin holders and NFT 
enthusiasts.

• July 4: NFT Issuance: Begin issuing NFTs representing tree sponsorships 
and forest stewardship, allowing users to contribute to conservation 
efforts.

• Community Building: Establish a vibrant community of eco-conscious 
investors and stakeholders, fostering engagement and awareness 
around environmental sustainability.

• Gamification Deployment:
- Airdrop and Social-Farming: Implement social farming tasks to engage 

the community, rewarding participants with points for likes, retweets, 
comments, and tagging. 

- Gamified Social Farming: Introduce interactive elements to enhance 
engagement (Last Comment Wins Points Boost; Daily Refer-a-Friend 
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     Races; Engage Influencers for Point Multipliers)
- Gamified LP: Launch a unique initiative called 'Black Box' wallet, 

rewarding users who deposit USDC with surprise $Green coin rewards.

Phase 2: Expansion (Q4 2024)

• Market Expansion: Increase platform adoption and market reach 
through strategic partnerships with environmental organizations and 
marketing campaigns targeting eco-conscious audiences.

• Launch Carbon Credit Program: Introduce a carbon credit program for 
NFT holders, enabling participants to contribute actively to environmen-
tal impact reduction.

• Eco Resort Development: Commence development of the GreenForests 
Tiny House Eco Resort on designated forested lands, providing a sus-
tainable tourism experience aligned with our conservation ethos.

• Further Gamification Deployment:
- Gamified Trading: Engage users with gamified trading experiences, 

where coin holders can contribute to the 'Defense Fund' and participate 
in battle games for rewards and prizes using $Green coins.

- NFT Games: Develop immersive battle games where NFTs compete for 
prizes, enabling users to wager $Green coins and collect traits and 
weapons to enhance NFT capabilities.

Phase 3: Integration (Q1 2025)

• Integration with Exchanges: List $Green coin on major cryptocurrency 
exchanges to enhance liquidity and accessibility for investors globally.

• Ecosystem Enhancements: Implement additional platform features and 
enhancements based on user feedback, improving user experience and 
engagement.

• Scale Operations: Expand forest conservation efforts and land acquisi-
tion using revenue generated from NFT sales and coin transactions, 
furthering our impact on global environmental conservation.

Phase 4: Sustainability (Q2 2025 and Beyond)
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• Global Expansion: Expand globally to acquire more forested lands and 
engage communities worldwide in environmental conservation, leverag-
ing our platform's success and partnerships.

• Partnerships and Alliances: Forge strategic alliances with international 
organizations and governments to scale impact and promote sustain-
able practices on a global scale.

• Continuous Innovation: Drive continuous innovation and platform evo-
lution to remain at the forefront of blockchain-enabled conservation, 
integrating new technologies and solutions for sustainable develop-
ment.

Through this roadmap, GreenForests.io aims to establish itself as a leader 
in blockchain-enabled conservation, promoting environmental sustainabil-
ity while fostering a thriving community of like-minded individuals dedicat-
ed to preserving our planet for future generations. The strategic distribu-
tion of $Green coins during the presale and public sale will provide the 
necessary funding to drive these initiatives forward and accelerate our 
mission of global environmental conservation.

7. COMMUNITY AND MARKETING

Narrative Development

Join the cosmic battle against the invasive Red Trees from Mars as Earth's 
greenery faces unprecedented threats. The emergence of Layer Tree, a 
guardian of the Green Forest, signals hope in the fight for our planet's sur-
vival. With the rallying cry led by Layer Tree and a band of eco-warriors, 
the $Green coin emerges as a beacon of resistance, harnessing the power 
of memecoins for environmental conservation. Every $Green transaction 
fuels the fight to preserve Earth's lush landscapes against cosmic intruders.
Digital Marketing Campaigns
GreenForests.io will launch targeted digital marketing campaigns aimed at 
the NFT community, cryptocurrency enthusiasts, and environmentally con-
scious consumers. Leveraging social media platforms, digital advertising, 
and influencer partnerships, these campaigns will raise awareness of the 
platform's unique conservation goals and the role of $Green in battling the 
Red Trees.
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Environmental Advocacy

Emphasizing its dedication to forest conservation, GreenForests.io will un-
derscore its commitment to environmental sustainability and climate 
action. Marketing efforts will highlight the importance of preserving forest-
ed lands for biodiversity, carbon sequestration, and ecosystem services, 
appealing to individuals passionate about supporting conservation initia-
tives.

Community Engagement

GreenForests.io prioritizes community engagement through online forums, 
social media channels, and virtual events. Users will connect with 
like-minded individuals, share experiences, and participate in discussions 
related to forest conservation and NFT ownership. The platform's communi-
ty-driven approach fosters collaboration and empowers individuals to 
make a tangible impact on global environmental challenges.
Stay Connected
Join us on this cosmic journey to defend Earth's green forests. Follow 
GreenForests.io for updates on our battle against the Red Trees, conspira-
cy theories surrounding the Layer Tree, and opportunities to engage with 
our vibrant community of eco-warriors. Together, we stand for the forests 
and the future of our planet. #GreenWarriors #SaveOurForests

8. LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE

GreenForests.io and the $Green coin are committed to operating in com-
pliance with all applicable legal and regulatory requirements, ensuring 
transparency, security, and integrity in our operations. As we navigate the 
intersection of blockchain technology, environmental conservation, and 
financial innovation, we prioritize the following areas of legal and compli-
ance considerations:

1. Regulatory Compliance: We recognize the evolving regulatory land-
scape surrounding blockchain technology and NFTs. GreenForests.io will 
adhere to relevant laws and regulations governing digital assets and 
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1. environmental conservation initiatives. Our legal team collaborates
closely with regulatory authorities to ensure compliance and navigate 
any legal complexities that may arise.

2. Environmental Regulations: Our operations are guided by environmen-
tal regulations aimed at preserving forested lands, biodiversity, and 
natural habitats. We engage in responsible forest management practic-
es, adhere to conservation laws, and implement measures to mitigate 
environmental risks.

3. Data Protection and Privacy: Protecting user data and privacy is para-
mount. We implement robust data protection measures in line with 
global data privacy standards, ensuring the confidentiality and security 
of user information.

4. Contractual Agreements: GreenForests.io establishes clear contractual 
agreements with stakeholders, partners, and participants to define 
rights, responsibilities, and obligations within our ecosystem. These 
agreements ensure transparency and facilitate effective governance.

5. Intellectual Property Rights: We respect intellectual property rights and 
ensure that our platform, content, and assets comply with copyright, 
trademark, and patent laws. We also uphold the rights of content cre-
ators and collaborators within our ecosystem.

6. Financial Compliance: GreenForests.io adheres to financial regulations 
and standards, implementing robust controls to prevent fraud, money 
laundering, and illicit activities. Our platform is designed to promote 
transparency and accountability in financial transactions.

7. Legal Counsel and Compliance Oversight: We maintain a dedicated 
legal team and engage external legal counsel to provide guidance on 
legal matters, regulatory compliance, and risk management. Regular 
compliance audits and assessments ensure ongoing adherence to legal 
requirements.

9. RISK FACTORS

In addition to the legal and compliance considerations outlined, Green-
Forests.io faces specific risk factors that could affect its operations and 
performance. These risk factors include:
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• 10% designated for ongoing Airdrop rewards, ensuring regular distribu-
tion to coin holders.

• Another 10% allocated for ongoing and new gamification rewards, 
incentivizing engagement and participation within our ecosystem.

• 7.5% allocated to the Marketing wallet to support marketing initiatives 
and outreach efforts.

• 50% allocated to Business Expansion to fuel growth and development of 
our ecosystem.

• 10% directed to the Treasury to maintain reserves and support long-term 
sustainability.

• Finally, 10% allocated to Operations to cover operational expenses and 
ensure efficient management of our platform and services.

6. ROADMAP

Phase 1: Foundation (Q2-Q3 2024)

• June 5, 2024 - Pre-Sale: Conduct the pre-sale of $Green coins, offering 
exclusive investment opportunities to early supporters and strategic 
partners.

• June 10, 2024 - Public Sale: Launch the public sale of $Green coins, 
distributing coins to a broader audience of investors and participants.

• Platform Launch: Deploy the GreenForests.io platform on the Solana 
blockchain, offering a seamless user experience for coin holders and NFT 
enthusiasts.

• July 4: NFT Issuance: Begin issuing NFTs representing tree sponsorships 
and forest stewardship, allowing users to contribute to conservation 
efforts.

• Community Building: Establish a vibrant community of eco-conscious 
investors and stakeholders, fostering engagement and awareness 
around environmental sustainability.

• Gamification Deployment:
- Airdrop and Social-Farming: Implement social farming tasks to engage 

the community, rewarding participants with points for likes, retweets, 
comments, and tagging. 

- Gamified Social Farming: Introduce interactive elements to enhance 
engagement (Last Comment Wins Points Boost; Daily Refer-a-Friend 

1. Technological Risks: Blockchain technology is inherently complex and 
may be subject to vulnerabilities, hacking, or technical failures. Green-
Forests.io will implement robust cybersecurity measures and regularly 
update its technology infrastructure to mitigate technological risks.

2. Market Volatility: The market for NFTs and digital assets is highly volatile 
and subject to rapid price fluctuations. Changes in market sentiment, 
economic conditions, or regulatory developments can impact the value 
of $Green coins and NFT collections. GreenForests.io will monitor market 
trends and implement risk management strategies to mitigate market 
volatility.

3. Operational Risks: Operating a platform that integrates blockchain 
technology with environmental conservation presents operational chal-
lenges. GreenForests.io may encounter operational disruptions, supply 
chain issues, or logistical complexities related to land management and 
NFT issuance. We will implement contingency plans and operational 
controls to minimize operational risks.

4. Community Engagement: The success of GreenForests.io depends on 
community engagement, participation, and adoption of our platform. 
Low community engagement, lack of interest, or negative sentiment 
could impact the growth and sustainability of our ecosystem. We will 
prioritize community outreach, education, and engagement to foster a 
vibrant and supportive community.

5. Ecosystem Risks: GreenForests.io operates within a broader ecosystem 
of stakeholders, including environmental organizations, governments, 
and financial institutions. Changes in stakeholder dynamics, regulatory 
frameworks, or industry trends may pose risks to our business model and 
operations. We will maintain open communication and collaboration 
with stakeholders to address ecosystem risks proactively.

6. Climate and Natural Risks: Forested lands are vulnerable to climate 
change, natural disasters, and environmental hazards such as wildfires 
or pest infestations. These risks could impact forest management activi-
ties and the ecological health of our lands. GreenForests.io will imple-
ment adaptive management strategies and resilience measures to miti-
gate climate and natural risks.

7. Adoption Risks: The adoption of blockchain technology and NFTs is still 
in its early stages and may face challenges related to user acceptance, 
regulatory uncertainties, or technological barriers. GreenForests.io will 
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focus on education, user experience enhancement, and strategic partner-
ships to drive adoption and mitigate adoption risks. 

CONCLUSION

GreenForests.io represents a groundbreaking initiative at the intersection 
of blockchain technology and environmental conservation. Our memecoin 
initiative harnesses the power of digital innovation to empower individuals 
worldwide to participate actively in forest preservation and sustainability 
efforts. By leveraging $Green coins and NFTs, we create a tangible connec-
tion between digital NFTs ownership and real-world impact, allowing users 
to join the movement of forest protection and expansion of forested lands.
GreenForests.io and its $Green memecoin embodies our commitment to 
creating a more sustainable and equitable future for our planet. Through 
partnerships, community engagement, and innovative solutions, we strive 
to inspire global collaboration and collective action towards a greener 
world.

Together, we can preserve our forests and wild habitats, ensuring a thriving 
planet for generations to come. Let's plant the seeds of change today for a 
brighter and greener future tomorrow.
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